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Our vision is for a world in 

which people everywhere 

can enjoy happy, healthy 

lives within the natural 

limits of the planet and in 

harmonious co-existence 

with each other and the 

natural environment. 

We only have one planet! 

Which is why we have 

adopted the internationally 

recognised benchmark for 

sustainability – the One 

Planet Living framework. 
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Celebrating 10 Years  
President’s Report 2017 

By Vicki Perrett 

Dear GS member, 

For the converted like you and me, sustainability is front and centre in our daily lives. 

However, that’s not the case for most people. Which is why it’s been pleasing to see energy 

and sustainability becoming mainstream issues in both the media and general community this 

year.  

On behalf of the 2017 committee, I am delighted to report that Geelong Sustainability has had 

its most successful year yet! In July, we celebrated our tenth birthday and firmly believe that 

our community-led, not-for-profit association has now really come of age.  

Our 2017 achievements 

In reflecting on the past year, I’ve prepared a snapshot of our standout achievements. 

Pako Festa – This massive community event in February is loads of fun. Our volunteers  

Geelong Sustainability Committee 2017 

From Left: Vivienne Burke (Secretary), Mik Aidt, Noreen Nicholson (Vice-President), Dan Cowdell,  

Alan Barlee (Treasurer), Vicki Perrett (President), Chris McGrath (now in Events team) & Tim Adams  

Not in photo: Jonathan Wright & Sara van der Meer 
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enjoyed parading down Pakington Street led 
by Costa Georgiadis and exhibiting in the 

Makers & Growers area.  

Community Energy - We successfully 
fulfilled our first-ever state government 
grant – a scoping study into community 
solar for our region. In so doing, we 
developed an innovative business model for 
community owned renewable energy (CORE) 
projects. Subsequently we were successful 
in applying for a second, even bigger grant 
to implement the model and deliver our first 
solar project. 

Moolap Plan - The future of the Moolap 
saltworks and Pt Henry is an ongoing key 
concern. In May, we held a public forum on 
the draft Moolap Plan, which was attended 
by over 100 people.  

Green Drinks - Our monthly Green Drinks 
events continued to connect and inform 
people interested in a more sustainable 
future for our region. The 10 events, aligned 
to different One Planet Living Principles, 
were well attended and regularly filled 
Beav’s Bar.  

Life Learning – This new program, which 

offers short fun classes after work, has 

proven to be a big hit especially with 

younger people. We held 17 classes on a 

wide range of topics from Backyard Chooks 

to Decluttering, with many sessions booked 

out. 

Sustainable House Day - In October, we 
coordinated our ninth Sustainable House 
Day. With perfect spring weather, the 10 
open houses had record attendances with 
almost 2,000 visits. This massive annual 
event involved over 105 volunteers and 

more than 40 onsite technical experts. 

Our Future - We eagerly accepted an 
invitation from the City of Greater Geelong 
to be a strategic partner in their Our Future 
visioning process. We worked hard to see 
sustainability principles embedded into the 
30-year Clever and Creative Future vision. 
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Stop Adani – This critical campaign represents a line in 
the sand for many Australians. We’ve connected with the 

national Stop Adani campaign and organised local 
meetings and various events. 

Cycling Without Age – In April, founder Dorthe 
Pedersen gave an inspiring briefing in Geelong about this 
irresistible Danish cycling initiative now in over 30 
countries around the world. After further discussions 
between various interested groups, we agreed to work 
with MACS and Cycling Geelong to establish a Geelong 
chapter. 

Environmental Advocacy - And finally, our advocacy 
role has continued to grow. This year, we were invited to 
join the G21 Environment Pillar, the Victorian Community 
Solar Alliance and the City’s Community Zero Carbon 
Working Group. We attended lots of meetings and 
workshops and also prepared numerous written 
submissions to local and state government authorities. 

Governance – We have continued to develop and improve our policies and procedures and to 
migrate our financial data to a professional accounting package. As we take on larger projects 
and grants, effective administration and professional support are vital organisational 
capabilities. 

As a people powered organisation, our success is built upon the significant contributions of our 

committed and passionate volunteers. I would like to thank our members, supporters and 

partners. In particular, I acknowledge and sincerely thank the members of our management 

committee, our CORE Task Group led by Dan Cowdell, the various event teams and the 

members of our Registered Environmental Organisation Public Fund Committee of 

Management.  

As it’s our tenth anniversary year, I also wish to recognise some of our longest serving 

continuous members. Continuity of membership is highly valued in community organisations 

and we are indebted to the following people for their unstinting support. Starting with Dave 

Campbell who’s been a member for all 10 years since our inception. Members with 9 years of 

continuous membership are Kester Baines, Gavin Brown, Andrea Buckley, Alan Cooke, Jennifer 

Hornsey, Stuart McCallum, Goshen Watts and Des Younghusband. Members with 8 years of 

continuous membership are John Burke, Vivienne Burke, Damien Chappell, Peter Horan and 

Paul Savi. 

As our list of achievements shows, we are committed to making our communities more 

resilient and connected as well as our region's economy fairer and greener. Our role is 

expanding considerably. Now more than ever, we encourage you to come forward to join us as 

we action these opportunities. Will you get involved and add your time and expertise to our 

growing cohort of committed volunteers? Together we can achieve even more!  

On behalf of the committee I wish you all a very relaxing and happy festive season. 
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Geelong Sustainability coordinated Sustainable House Day 2017 with 

support from the City of Greater Geelong for the ninth year. 

 

  

Sustainable House Day is our most popular 

annual event. It aligns closely with our 

mission to inform, inspire and connect 

communities and also many of the One 

Planet Living principles. 

 

This major community event has evolved 

into an authentic and very effective 

learning experience, which inspires 

Geelong residents to adopt energy 

efficiency practices and technologies 

leading to more sustainable lifestyles.  

 

This year, 10 diverse properties opened to 

the public for Sustainable House Day. The 

weather was perfect and it proved to be 

another fabulous event during which much 

information and knowledge was shared.  

All homeowners and onsite experts 

reported having a rewarding day sharing 

their knowledge and insights. The new 

homes were very popular and all had 

over 250 visitors.  The top prize went to 

Lepus House, the off-grid straw bale 

house in Mt Duneed, which had 330 

visits.  

 

Overall, we surpassed last year’s record 

with 1890 visits in total across the 10 

houses plus a record number of 43 

technical experts and 106 volunteers 

involved. 

 

Event coordinator, Vicki Perrett wishes to 

acknowledge the generous homeowners, 

the SHD event team and volunteers, the 

business sponsors and our partners - the 

City of Greater Geelong and Future 

Proofing Geelong. 
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Community Owned Renewable Energy (CORE) hits new heights with 

$140,00 Victorian Government grant 

CORE Funding Announcement at MACS Geelong 
October 2017 

In the new year, Geelong Sustainability will 

launch a new social enterprise, Geelong 

Community Energy. Then we’ll establish the 

first replicable community solar investment 

model in Victoria, which will enable Geelong 

Sustainability to coordinate many future 

community renewable energy projects in our 

region. The first project will be a 149kW 

solar investment initiative at the Multicultural 

Aged Care (MACS) facility in North Geelong. 

The project at MACS has 149kW of solar in 

total, 99kW on the Residential Care building 

and 50kW on Bella Chara. The 500 solar 

panels will save MACS over $35,000 in 

electricity bills per year and reduce emissions 

by 210 Tonnes of CO2 per year. This 

reduction is equivalent to taking 60 cars off 

the road per year. 

Special thanks goes to the amazing team of 

CORE volunteers whose knowledge, 

passion and dedication have made the 

CORE task group such a success.  

2018 will certainly be an exciting year for 

community energy in Geelong! Other 

energy initiatives being planned include: 

• A case study into the feasibility of solar 

on rental properties 

• A pilot solar and battery bulk-buy 

scheme 

• Providing independent solar feasibility 

assessments  

• Providing independent tender services 

• Working with City of Greater Geelong 

to develop a model for community 

solar on council buildings 

• Connecting with potential community 

solar host sites. 
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Green Drinks – our monthly connection point  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hear the latest news – Share innovative ideas – Make new connections 
 

 

 

 

  

Our monthly networking event provides 

a relaxed setting where people can 

meet and share the latest information, 

inspiring stories and innovative ideas. 

The annual calendar is planned to offer 

different themes each month aligned to 

One Planet Living principles. 

This social event is a great way to 

connect with like-minded people after 

work from community groups, local 

business, government departments and 

sustainability/ environmental agencies. 

Depending on the topic, the format 

may include presentations, short films 

or workshops plus Q&A sessions.  

During 2017 Green Drinks reached 

record numbers, hitting 100+ attendees 

for several topics. This year, Green 

Drinks showed us the perks of 

conscious consumerism with guest 

speaker Annie Raser-Rowland; we 

learnt about making better food choices 

from Chris Balazs; hosted a public 

forum on the Moolap Coastal 

Strategic Framework Plan; the City of 

Greater Geelong presented the Clever 

and Creative vision for Geelong’s 

future; celebrated our 10th birthday; 

talked about Clever Housing with Tim 

Adams; welcomed an expert panel on 

solar solutions; and enjoyed the 

showcase for Sustainable House Day. 

Green Drinks Coordinator, Vicki 

Perrett, extends her thanks to those 

whose ongoing efforts enable the 

smooth running of these popular 

monthly sessions. Geelong 

Sustainability appreciates the ongoing 

support for our group and mission 

from Richard and staff at Beav’s Bar. 

https://geelongsustainability.nationbuilder.com/opl
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Life Learning – fun, affordable classes 

 

  

  

Life Learning was successfully launched in 

late February 2017 to offer fun, affordable 

classes under the One Planet Living 

principles. The project aimed to create a 

younger more connected and creative 

community by offering a diverse range of 

classes that promote healthy lifestyles, 

and smarter living, lost arts and learning 

through fun.  

The 2017 program covered 16 classes in 

various locations from Beav’s Bar to The 

Black Bull Tapas Bar and the Book Bird in 

West Geelong. With 10 sold out classes 

and waiting lists, the 2017 program has 

been a huge hit in Geelong. 

The range of programs was varied and 

attracted a wide variety of people. We 

were pleased to attract many new faces 

and the feedback received for the classes 

was extremely positive. 

The 2017 program included: 
• Plant Power 
• Backyard Chooks 
• Declutter Your Life: Kon Mari Basics 
• Street Orienteering 

• Exploring Greek Music 
• Knot’s Away: Self Massage 
• Afrobeat Drumming Workshop 
• Synchronicity: Fluke or Coincidence 
• Toward a Zero Waste Life 
• Bibliotherapy 
• Edible Gardening 
• Hook into Crochet 
• Yes, You Can Draw 
• Shoots, Stems and Seeds 
• Zentangles Drawing Class 

 
Life Learning will continue into 2018 with 

many more great classes and surprises. 
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Geelong Sustainability – a strategic partner in Geelong’s future 

  Throughout 2017, Geelong 

Sustainability was an active partner in 

developing the 30-year plan for 

Geelong’s future.  

By participating in workshops, providing 

feedback, and giving advice on how 

Geelong Sustainability views the future 

of Greater Geelong, we had the 

opportunity to be part of shaping the 

Clever and Creative Future document. 

In late August, Geelong Sustainability 

attended the launch of the vision, 

which will be a key resource for the 

incoming Council, other organisations, 

businesses and anyone wanting to 

make a genuine contribution to 

Greater Geelong. 
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Pako Festa 

Cycling Without Age 

The inspiring movement started in Denmark and in 5 years has spread to 32 countries 

including Australia with over 1,000 electric trishaws being pedalled by more than 8,000 pilots. 

In a nutshell, volunteer cyclists take the elderly out of their nursing homes and back into their 

community - giving them the right to wind in their hair. We are collaborating with Cycling 

Geelong and MACS (Multicultural Aged Care Services Geelong) to establish a Geelong chapter 

of this wonderful global cycling initiative and to recruit and train a cohort of pilots.  

We admire and support the guiding principles for Cycling Without Age: 

  

Team Strib’s demo visit to MACS 
October 2017, Photo: Phil Hines 

• Generosity: It’s a simple act of 
human kindness. 

• Slow cycling: By cycling slow, 
you sense the environment and 
enjoy being present in the 
moment. 

• Storytelling: We need to listen 
the stories of our elders before 
they are lost or forgotten.  

• Relationships: The activity 
creates new relationships 
between generations, which 
build trust, happiness and 
quality of life. 

• Without Age: Life is for living 
regardless of age, which aligns 
with MACS’ philosophy. 

 

Pako Festa 
2017 

We had loads of fun parading with 

Costa Georgiadis, who this year was 

dressed in his national costume to 

which we added a herbal garland. The 

Krugers excelled themselves fabricating 

an amazing chicken coop float that 

won applause from the crowds of 

people lining Pakington Street. Costa is 

a brilliant people magnet and he was 

surrounded by people all day. From our 

exhibit in the Makers and Growers 

area, we connected with loads of 

people, shared information and handed 

out free resources. 
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Stop Adani Geelong  

 

 

 

 

   

Commonwealth Bank Action 
June 2017 

In May, Geelong joined the national 

Stop Adani campaign. Since then, a 

group of dedicated Geelong 

residents has held monthly meetings 

to plan local action aligned to the 

national campaign. Geelong 

Sustainability is a proud supporter of 

this local group. 

Over the past month StopAdani 

Geelong has organised extremely 

successful actions including a protest 

at the Commonwealth Bank in Malop 

Street in June, and the making of a 

huge human sign spelling out STOP 

ADANI at Eastern Beach in October. 

The group has also surveyed nearly 

250 Geelong residents to gauge their 

opinion of the mine and the potential 

$1 billion loan. The survey came 

back with a resounding 98% NO! 

Results of the survey have been 

presented to Richard Marles MP and 

Sarah Henderson MP. The group 

continues to pressure them to take a 

stronger position against both the 

loan and the mine. 
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Moolap Saltworks Action 

• Geelong Sustainability has provided written 
submissions at each consultation stage.  

• In February, we joined a coalition of 
environmental organisations led by BirdLife 
Australia dedicated to protecting the former 
Moolap saltworks and surrounding land. 

• Moolap Action Network is united in its call for an 

international bird sanctuary and is working to 
raise awareness about the site’s significance and 
to optimise the environmental outcomes, 
especially for a Saltworks/Wetlands Precinct.  

 In May, we hosted a public forum on the draft 
Moolap Coastal Strategic Framework Plan. While 
the plan has many positives we do not support 
medium/high density housing at Pt Henry or for 
the South East Precinct. 

• We believe that the 10-30 year timeline is too 
long in particular for the Saltworks/Wetlands 
area, which needs urgent action to protect the 
habitat for shorebirds. 

• The final plan is due to be released shortly.  

• Be assured that Geelong Sustainability will 
continue to advocate strongly so that : 

o the community regains access to the 

foreshore and Crown land, and 

o our international obligations to protect birds 
and their habitat are met. 
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Sustainability and Climate on Local Radio  

 

  

In 2017 Geelong Sustainability again 

sponsored The Sustainable Hour program on 

the city’s community radio station, The Pulse 

94.7FM. Listeners may have heard our 

advertisement every now and then. 

Hosts, Mik and Tony interview people 

making a difference through their innovative 

ideas and solutions. The show aligns with 

our mission to inform, inspire and connect 

people by providing news and advice about 

sustainable living, smarter homes, current 

campaigns and local events.  

Now in its fifth year, The Sustainable Hour 

airs on Wednesdays at 11am and streams 

live online at www.947thepulse.com. The 

show attracts listeners not only from 

Geelong but around the world. Subscribe to 

the podcasts in iTunes or listen online at 

www.climatesafety.info/thesustainablehour. 

http://www.climatesafety.info/thesustainablehour
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What’s planned for 2018? 

Momentum is building and we have even bolder and more 

ambitious plans for 2018 and beyond. 

A new social enterprise, Geelong Community Energy will be 
established. Our boldest project to date, it will enable us to roll out Victoria's 
first community owned solar project, at the Multicultural Aged Care Services 
(MACS) facility.  

A Solar & Battery Bulk Buy - We are undertaking due diligence on options 
for a bulk buy and expect to be able to offer Geelong residents some 
excellent value solar and battery deals in 2018. 

A Clever Living seminar series - Starting in February, this exciting new 
series will be held in conjunction with the Geelong Library and Heritage 
Centre and the City’s Environment Department.  

Edition 3 of the Sustainability Directory – Our next edition will be bigger 
and better, and we intend on producing both a hard copy and online format.  

Sustainable House Day 2018 - In its 10th year we intend making this 
major annual event very special indeed. The date is set - Sunday 14 October. 

Zero Waste Action Group - With the recent ABC War on Waste series and 
Four Corners program highlighting the problems in human consumption and 
the recycling industry, we intend starting a zero waste action group in 2018. 

Climate Safe Rooms - We are partnering with several local organisations to 
apply for a grant through Victorian Government Climate Change Innovation 
Grants to retrofit the homes of vulnerable residents affected by climate 

change. 

Cycling Without Age - We will continue to collaborate with Cycling Geelong 
and MACS to establish a Geelong chapter of this wonderful global cycling 
initiative. 

Advisory & Advocacy role – We will continue to contribute as members of 
the G21 Environment Pillar, the Victorian Community Solar Alliance and 
various CoGG panels, including the new Community Zero Carbon Working 
Party. In addition as much as our capacity allows, we’ll accept workshop 
invitations, make written submissions, send letters to the editor of local press 
and respond to wide-ranging requests from members, schools and the public 
for information and advice on sustainable living and energy efficiency. 
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Inform – Inspire – Connect 
We are a dynamic and passionate community group focused 

on sharing information, building community resilience, 

advocating for the environment, and supporting effective 

action. 

We are convinced of the truth in Margaret Mead’s famous 

quote: “Never doubt that a small group of citizens can 

change the world. Indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.” 

The science on climate change is both very clear and very 

serious - there is no time to lose. We are keen to connect and 

collaborate with people and organisations seeking to create 

practical solutions and transition our economy for a 

sustainable future. 

Together we can achieve so much more! 

www.geelongsustainability.org.au 

Geelong Sustainability 

Email: info@geelongsustainability.org.au 

Mailing address: PO Box 4236, Geelong 3220 

ABN: 85 007 177 238 

 

mailto:info@geelongsustainability.org.au

